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A% teacher% who% has% remained% idealistic% and% positive% throughout% 42% years% in%
education% examines% the% psychological% and% practical% sources% of% his% personal%
positivity.% The% complex% and% bespoke% methodology% invented% to% answer% the%
question,%‘What%sustains%a%fulfilling%life%in%education’%is%offered%as%an%approach%
to% ethnography%aimed%at%personal%development,% applicable% to%both% education%
researchers% and% practitioners.% The% method,% Interdisciplinary,# praxis# focussed#
autoethnography,#is%not% just%as%a%novel%means%of%examining%motivations% in%an%
individual%but%is%presented%as%offering%a%new%perspective%on%staff%development%
in% teaching% and% perhaps% other% caring% professions.% The% powerful% effect% of% this%
research%on%the%researcher’s%practice%is%discussed%in%the%context%of%its%impact%on%
the% development% of% an% approach% to% capacity% building% based% upon% values,%
creativity%and%friendship.%
%




I!have!been!a!teacher! for!42!years.! ! I!have!suffered!the!media!criticism!periodically!aimed!at!
teachers,! the! sudden! changes! in! policy,! the! growing! political! interference,! the! increasing!
marketisation!and!bureaucracy!that!will!be!recognised!by!many.!!Like!most!teachers!I!have!also!
encountered! angry! parents,! difficult! children,! unsmiling! inspectors! and! the! denigration! of!
many! of! the! values! I! hold! dear.! ! Yet! I! have! remained!positive! about! education! and! teaching!
itself.!!I!have!felt!sustained!in!the!face!of!an!unrelenting!barrage!of!challenges!and!so!thankfully!









true! and! the! words! we! had! to! express! that! knowledge,! was! too! big! and! complex! for! mere!










To! answer! my! question! adequately! I! had! to! accept! that! my! knowledge! was! multiHlayered,!
provisional,! ultimately! unknowable! and! probably! more! felt! than! understood.! I! needed! to!
invent! a! method! to! describe! the! necessarily! interdisciplinary! nature! of! my! enquiry! and! its!
direction! towards! selfHchange! and! practical! action! in! the! world.! ! I! called! this! method,!
Interdisciplinary'praxisPfocussed'autoPethnography.! Interdisciplinary!because! as! I! looked!back!




and! others’! practice! in! classroom,! staffroom! and! common! room.! The! method! was! autoH
ethnographic! because! it! was! generated! from! and! founded! upon! systematic! and! deep!
examination! of!my! own! life.! I! believe! the! research!method! I! developed! offers! new!ways! of!
understanding!motivation!and!renewing!teachers’!energy!to!move! forward.!The!methods!are!
necessarily!messy,!they!reflect!the!shifting!sands!of!selfHunderstanding,!but!I!believe!they!may!
have! resonance! for! all! involved! in! ‘caring’! professions:! those! where! the! central! aim! is! the!
social,!psychological,!intellectual,!spiritual!and!physical!wellHbeing!of!people.!!!
!
Values!matter.!My! quest! began!with! identification! and! systematic! examination! of! the! values!
that!guide!my!actions!in!the!world,!my!beliefs!and!approaches!and!their!relationship!with!my!
sense!of!wellHbeing,!particularly!of!resilience!and! ‘jobHsatisfaction’.! !Early! tasks!centred!upon!




We'cannot' study' lived' experience' directly,' because' language,' speech'and' systems' of'
discourse'mediate'and'define' the'very'experience'we'attempt' to'describe.' 'We'study'
the'representations'of'experience,'not'experience'itself.'[2,'p.51]'
!









Discussing! the! interpretative! paradigm! Roth! reminds! us! that! autoHethnography,! reveals!
aspects!of!our!culture!just!as!much!as!it!attempts!to!tell!about!a!single!life![4].!Autobiography!
also! involves! the! biographies! of! others! and! meanings! created! and! approximately! shared!
between!us.!Attempting!to!understand!others’!interpretations!and!uses!of!words!or!metaphors!
therefore! became! fundamental! to! understanding! mutual! influences.! I! wanted! to! avoid,% ‘the!
false!dichotomy!opposing!objectivism!and!subjectivism,’![4,!p.6]!and!sought!to!establish!what!
Roth! calls! an! ‘interHsubjectivity’! between! myself! and! those! that! influenced! me.! Thus! the!
prolonged!involvement!throughout!my!research!of!those!closest!to!me!was!required.!!
!
The! findings! and! detailed! conclusions! of! this! research! are! not! directly! relevant! to! this!
discussion! of! methodology.! The! ways! in! which! evidence! was! organised! may! however! be!
helpful! to! others! considering! autoethnograohic! approaches! to! influence! their! and! others’!
practice.!In!answering!my!overarching!question!on!resilience!I!asked!four!subsidiary!questions.!
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The!wide!range!of!evidence!used!to!answer!the!questions!came!from!the! informal!archive!of!







aspects!of! that! life! story!as! the!basis!of! research.!Critics!of!autoHethnography,! like!Delamont,!
characterise! it! as! the,! ‘essentially' lazy' –' literally' lazy' and' intellectually' lazy,…selfish' and'
ultimately'fatuous'study'[of]…'uninteresting'and'inconsequential'lives,’!(5,!p.2).!I!argue!however,!
that!every!life!is!consequential!and!interesting.!!I!believe!that!systematic!and!selfHcritical,!selfH





term!autoHethnography!was! coined!by!Hayano! [6]! and!developed!as! a! research! technique! in!
the!work!of!Ellis!and!Bochner![7],!Denzin!and!Lincoln![8]!and!Roth![4]!in!the!United!States!and!
by!researchers!like!Mitchell,!Weber!and!O’Reilly!Scanlon,![9],!Atkinson,![10]!and!Coffey,![11]!in!





research.! A! life! in! caring! professions! of! all! kinds! generates! intense! interactions! with! large!
numbers!and!a!wide!range!of!clients!often!in!emotional!circumstances.!These!exchanges!often!
include!demonstrations!of!the!personal!significance!of!life!stories.! !In!arguing!for!a! ‘culturally'








1. What! values,! beliefs,! educational!
approaches! are! important! to! me! in!
education!and!why?!
Diaries,! autobiographies,! letters,! family! conversations,!
my! art! works,! reHvisits! to! places,! pictures! and! musics!
important!to!my!story!
2. What! experiences! have! contributed!
to! the! resilience! of!my! approach! to!
education?!
Art!works!produced!by!myself,!diaries,!autobiographies,!
letters,! research! notes,! conversations! with! friends,!
musical!structures.!






4. What! implications! does! the!
exploration!of!the!values!and!beliefs!
have! for! my! present! action! in!
education?!
Feedback/evaluation!from!40!staff!development!courses!














abstract' claims'of' truth'generated'by'…'research'practices…'clothed' in'exclusionary'
scientific'discourse'[20,'p.'450].''
!
A! positivist! approach!would! have! been!wholly! inappropriate!my! study.! I!was! dependent! on!
interpretations,!feelings,!experiences!and!conversations!and!a!desire!to!emphasise!‘soft’!values!
like! caring,! relationship,! positivity! and! creativity.! Research! carried! out! in! the! sciences! or!
humanities! within! their! usual! positivist! paradigm! rarely! gives! a! justification! for! its! stance.!
Neither!did!I! feel! the!need!to! justify!my!interpretative!approach!further!than!articulating!the!
claim!that!qualitative!research!was! the!only!way! I! could!answer!my!research!questions.!One!
cannot!pretend!objectivity!in!issues!concerning!oneself,!one’s!friends!and!one’s!values.!!
!
The! examination! of! values! held!my!wideHranging! research! together.! Values! are! deeply! held!
beliefs! that! act! as! guides,! and! provide! life! with! direction! and! destination! [21].! Initial!
autobiographical! reflections! isolated!my!use! of! hope! as! a! key! element! of! resilience.! Lengthy!
selfHanalysis! during! friendly! conversation! helped! me! understand! the! ways! that! I! used! my!
tendency! to! hope! in! the! face! of! pressures! towards! despair! Autobiography! and! autoH
ethnography!helped!uncover! the! early! roots! (usually! preHadolescent)! of! other! assaulted! and!
demeaned!values!like!love,!honesty,!fairness,!kindness!and!faith.!But!autobiographical!thinking!





of! self! tends! to! direct! responses! across! all! aspects! of! life.! ! ! Conclusions! in! psychiatric,!
psychological,!sociological!studies!hold!to!the!belief!that!what!others!report!about!themselves!
is!a!suitable!starting!point! for!research.!Health!professionals! frequently!rely!upon!personally!
reported! feelings! to! guide! treatment! decisions.! SelfHreport,! however,! is! unaccountably!
considered! suspect! by! many! education! researchers.! ‘We' have' been' taught' to' treat' such' said'
accounts'as'untrustworthy,'even...untrue’,'Bruner!remarks![12,!p.16].!!Experience!has!persuaded!
me! that! the! reported! world! of! child! and! adult! merits! serious! consideration! because! like!
Rembrandt’s! selfHportraits! they! are! real! at! the! time.!Although! denial,! repression,! avoidance,!




important! social! functions! too.! Shared! opportunities! to! express! autobiographical! fragments,!
key!stories!or! longer!narratives,!help!us!establish!sustainable!and!sustaining!communities.!A!
mature! understanding! of! self! is! key! to!what! Goleman! [24]! calls! the! ‘emotionally! intelligent’!
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!
My!experience!is!that!selfHunderstanding!helps!us!develop!a!fuller!understanding!of!others.!For!












I! had! to! allow!meanings! to! emerge,! rather! than! cast! them! into! a!mould.! I! also!needed! to! be!
aware!of!the!impact!of!the!cultures!that!continually!limited!my!choices.!Analysis!of!individual!
experiences! showed! for! example! that! minute! internal! or! external! influences! sent! life! in!






who!know!me!well! in!private!and!professional! life.! I!wanted!to!study!the! life!stories!of!close!
friends!who!had! remained! in! education,! in!order! to! compare! accounts!of!my! resilience!with!
their!explanations.!Friends!became!research!subjects!because!early!in!the!analysis!of!my!own!
story! it!became!clear! that!my!resilience!depended!heavily!on! their!support.!The!nine! friends!
represented!in!my!study!had!been!in!this!relationship!with!me!for!more!than!20!years.!Their!
relationships! cut! across! my! professional,! personal,! spiritual,! playful,! social,! intellectual! and!




Each! friend!was,! in! their!own!estimation!and! the!opinion!of! their! colleagues,! successful! as! a!
teacher!and!expressed!high!degrees!of!lifeHsatisfaction.!!‘Successful’!in!this!context!means!that!
they! were! satisfied! with! the! contributions! they! had! made! to! the! learning! of! others,! still!






2. !They! offered! relative! ease! of! access! over!what!was! to! be! a! long! research! period! (10!
years)!
3. The! empathy! and! frankness! they! had! already! shown,! gave! me! confidence! that! they!
would!answer!my!questions!‘honestly’!!














8. My! friends! specifically! resist! the! generalisations! I!make! about! them!and! their! values.!











discovery! and! invention’,! Csikszentmihalyi! interviewed! 92! Nobel! Prize! winners! and! other!
creative! leaders! about! their! lives! and! values! [28].! He! used! a! framework! of! open! questions!
followed!by!opportunities!for!subjects!to!write!answers!at!length!H!‘freely’!communicating!what!
mattered!most!to!them!on!the!subject!of!creativity.!!He!then!combed!the!responses!for!themes,!





Drawing! information! from! the! reports! of! others! involves! risks.! We! know! that! unconscious!











places! therefore,! that! I! avoided!because! they! involved!others!and!aspects!of! self! I!wished! to!
remain!private.!!I!chose!to!minimise!details!of!the!huge!impact!of!my!wife!and!children!in!order!


















their! beliefs,! values,! passions! and! attitudes,! however,! presented! a! unique! set! of! ethical!
problems.!!
!
My! questions! were! intrusive.! Whilst! my! data! was! to! arise! from! biographical! conversations!
rather!than!full!biographies,!I!informed!participant!friends!that!my!research!needed!to!include!
systematic,! though! incomplete,! explorations! of! aspects! of! their! life! histories! to! establish! the!
sources!of!beliefs,!values!and!attitudes.!Questions!were!therefore!likely!require!time,!calm!and!
confidence!in!me.!Each!conversation!began!by!reminding!friends!that!control!had!to!be!truly!in!
their! hands! in! order! for! the! outcomes! to! be! worthy! of! analysis.! I! believe! accepting! this!
assurance!is!easier!between!friends!than!strangers.!If!recalling!the!past!conjured!up!distressing!
or!uncomfortable! feelings! (as!happened!a!number!of! times)! friends!needed!reassurance! that!
our!friendship,!not!the!research,!would!prevail!and!I!would!stop!the!questions!and!simply!be!a!
friend.!As!an! interrogator!of!personal!beliefs!maintaining!a!relaxed!manner!and!avoiding!the!











between!accounts!and!preserve!a! conversational! feel! to! interactions.! Since! research!subjects!
were! close! friends,! frank! conversations!were! already! common! and! friendship! granted!more!
freedom! to!delve! into!past!motives! and! to! challenge! them.! It! is! possible! to! abuse! friendship!
however,! and! my! research! participants! were! reminded! that! they! could! stop,! withdraw! or!
change!the!subject!at!any!time.!I!recognised!that!I!continued!to!be!mediator!and!narrator!of!my!
friends’!stories![23],!but!through!the!verbatim!use!of!their!words,!and!opportunities!to!correct!
written! transcripts! I! attempted! to! honour! their! voice.! Questions! were! not! asked! in! any!














Only! personal,! persistent! and! longHterm! conversations! could! begin! to! uncover! satisfactory!
understandings!of!these!complex!and!dynamic!issues.!I!asked!each!friend!again!whether!they!
wanted! me! to! anonymise! their! names! and! each! answered,! ‘no’.! We! agreed! however,! that!
though!their!names!would!be!used!throughout,!people!they!referred!to!would!be!anonymised,!
by! change! of! name! and! fictionalisation! of! their! relationship..! Each! friend! received! the!
transcripts! soon! after! our! conversations! knowing! they! could! amend! and! return! or! destroy!
them.!!My!own!search!for!honesty!with!myself!has!ethical!ramifications!for!those!closest!to!me.!
Reading!of!my!everHdeepening!selfHquestioning!may!have!proved!uncomfortable!for!my!family!





explaining.! Below! I! outline! the!wide! range! of!methods! and! approaches! I! used! to! justify! the!
term,!but!this!mix!of!data!sources!and!means!of!analysis!is!specific!only!to!the!understanding!



















As! significant! factors! in! building!
resilience!amongst!teachers.!
!
B.! sharing! these! findings! and! activities!
connected! to! them! with! colleagues!
through! staff! development! courses! in! 40!!
educational!institutions!
!
C.! Collecting! and! ! responses! to! staff!
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Using%Autobiography%
Autobiographies!change.!Within!a!few!weeks!of!an!accepted!PhD!proposal!in!2002!I!completed!
a! detailed! autobiography.! Without! reference! to! academic! literature,! indeed! referring! to! no!
other! autobiography,! I! naively! assumed! that! these! 35,000!words! constituted! a!more! or! less!
accurate! summary! of! my! life! so! far.! It! seemed! an! honest! examination! of! the! sources! of! my!
current! values! in! education! and! life.! Looking! back! on! this! first! attempt! I! saw! it! was! a!
misleading! and! rather! ‘posed’! examination! H! not! intentionally! deceitful,! but! ignorant! of! the!
complexity!and!differing!layers!of!influence!which!colour!memory!on!a!day!to!day!basis.!NewlyH
cnconscious! of! the! ways! in! which! oftHrepeated! personal! stories! are! embellished! and! subtly!




Awareness! of! the! shifting! nature! of!memory!materialised! as! I! added! significant,! darker! and!
notHtoHbeHpublished!material! to!my! life!story!at! the!suggestion!of!my!supervisor! in!2004.!My!
more! sombre!mood! awoke!negative!memories!missed! at! almost! every!milestone! of!my! first!




the! process! and! again! found! that! different! aspects! of!my! past! came! into! focus.! Rather! than!
amend! the! preHexisting! autobiographies! I! decided! to! save! each! ‘new’! account! in! different!
colour! font! to! capture! changes! in! autobiographical! understanding.! Six! autobiographies,!
significantly!different,!but!written!within!four!years!of!each!other,!reminded!me!that!memory!

















actions! to! my! singleHfigure! years.! Additional! to! the! colourHfont! autobiographies! of! 2002/3,!
2004,!2005,!2006!and!2007,!I!used!the!diaries!of!1967H69,!1974!H1975!and!1983H1984.!Those!
from! the! 1960s! are! handwritten,! unHillustrated,! highly! personal,! emotionally! ‘charged’!
reflections!on!events!and!people.!The!diaries!of!the!1970s!are!paralleled!by!contemporaneous!
letters!to!my!wife!and!parents.!The!last!full!diary!documents!travels!throughout!southHeast!Asia!
and!was! partly! illustrated.!Much! shorter! diary! entries! date! from! travels:! Canada! (1995! and!
2000),! Tanzania,! (1999! and! 2002)! Greece! and! India! (1999! –! 2009).! In! these! later! diaries!
illustrations!gradually!replace!words.!Each!source!provided!corroboration!of! the!consistency!










most! appropriate! for! analysing! conversations!were! formally! developed! through! the!work! of!
the!Chicago!School!led!by!social!researchers!like!Mead![32]!and!Park![33]!who!were!described!
as!key!influences!on!the!thinking!of!Bruner![34,!35].!Mead!argued!that!individual!minds,! ‘can'
only'exist' in'relation'to'other'minds'with'shared'meanings,’'(32,! p.! 5),! and! that! there!was,! ‘no'
mind' or' thought' without' language,’' (ibid.! p.! 191).! Park! introduced! the! term! ‘ecology’! into!
socialHpsychology! linking! each! life! with! the! social,! natural,! made! and! imagined! world! that!
surrounded!it.!Mead’s!biographical!methods!were!incorporated!by!psychoanalysts!like!Rogers!
[36]! and! Buhler! [37,! 38].! The! complex! qualitative! approach! called! ‘grounded! research’!
established!by!Glaser! and! Strauss! [39]! arose! from! this! background! and!became!an! essential!
tool!in!analysing!the!biographies!of!my!friends!and!my!own!autobiographies.!!
#
Interactions! with! friends! is! more! informal! than! a! semiHstructured! interview,! we! had!
conversations.!These!were! special! conversations!however,! in!which! I! tried! to! say! as! little! as!
possible,!so!I!coined!the!term,!semiPstructured'conversations!to!express!their!directional!nature!
and!referred! to!Denzin! [29]! for!a! suitable! framework! to!guide! them.!Our!conversations! took!
place!on!car! journeys,! in! the!sitting! room!of!my!house! in! front!of! the! fire,! in! friend’s! chosen!
rooms!or!in!one!case!the!deserted!lounge!of!a!quiet!hotel.!!
!
I! recorded! 18! semiHstructured! conversations.! Each! conversation! took! about! ninety! minutes!
and! appeared! to! flow! easily.! They! were! characterised! by! friendly! assumptions,! implicit!





it.! ! At! other! times! the! answers! to! questions! seemed! vague! or! difficult! to! understand,! these!








Through! the! analysis! of! their! stories! and! conversations! my! friends! became! like! strangers.!!
Previous!assumptions!were!challenged,!meanings!of!commonly!shared!words!were!disputed,!
even!shared!events!provoked!different!memories.!When!I!noticed!for!example,!that!one!had!not!
offered!a!very!profound!reason! for!deciding! to!become!a! teacher! I!wrote,! ‘pragmatic?’! in! the!
margin.! ! I!returned!and!reHread!transcripts!of! the!other!conversations!and!found!that! indeed!
another!‘born!teacher’!and!another!and!another!had!also!expressed!less!than!idealistic!reasons!
for!joining!the!profession.!They!too!offered!prosaic!motives!H!far!from!the!idealistic!aims!I!had!













15! to! hide! my! tears! after! being! profoundly! moved! by! Gregory! Peck’s! demonstration! of!







to' be' taken' towards' data…’,! [39,! p.3),! that! arises! from! the! data! itself.! ! The! method! used! to!
interrogate!both!my!own!autobiography!and!the!conversations!with!friends!provided!themes,!
categories!and!properties!that!were,!‘intimately'linked'to'the'data’!(39,!p.4);!influenced!neither!








Themes:! On! first! reading! of! approved! transcriptions! I! analysed! them! to! identify! recurring!
aspects.!Glaser!and!Strauss!suggested!identifying!themes,!categories!and!properties.!Common!













Categories' and' their' properties:! The! themes! above! were! raised! in! different! contexts! and! I!




1. Values% ! H! which! included! properties! like! principles! and! the! lifelong! interests! and!
educational!approaches!that!expressed!them!!
2. Beliefs%!–!including!properties!like!attitudes!and!faith!!
3. Key% stories% ! –! including! properties! like! important! times! of! life,! special! places! ! and!
events!of!childhood!!









!A!range!of!other!approaches! influenced!both!style!and!substance!of!enquiry! (see!9!and!7].! I!
refer!to!methods!used!by!Csikszentmihalyi![28],!Davies,![42],!Fischman,!et!al,![43],!Merrill!and!
West,![18],!Stige!et!al![44]!and!Catling![45].!West’s!psychoanalyticallyHinspired!work!led!me!to!
understand! that! even! the! most! exhaustive! examination! of! biographies! and! autobiography!
would/could!not! provide!definitive! answers! to!my!questions.! ! The! very! complexity! of! every!
human!life!meant!that!suggestions!towards!temporarily!meaningful!answers!were!the!most!I!
could!achieve.!I!did!not!find!this!insight!dispiriting.!My!research!led!me!to!suspect!that!personal!
and! collegiate! growth,! perhaps! even! aspects! of! fulfilment,! can! arise! from! attempts! to! find!
answers!rather!than!the!answers!themselves.!!
!
Multiple' rePexamination' of' transcripts:! The! need! for! repeated! and! critical! reHreading! of! the!
manuscripts! revealed!many!new! and!unpredicted! characteristics.! ! ! Unanticipated! properties!
from!one!conversation!led!me!to!reHexamine!(again),!previous!and!different!conversations!for!
missed!signs!of!additional!themes,!like!suffering!and!conflict.!On!rereading!three!or!four!times,!
deeper! levels! of! complexity! revealed! themselves.! Returning! to! earlier! transcripts! I! noted! in!
myself! a! subtly! changed! viewpoint! and! each! time! found!myself! looking! for! slightly! different!
things.!!
!
It! was! only! through! repeated! analysis! for! example! that! I! found! distinct! links! between!
personally! held! values! and!my! lifeHlong! interests! and! educational! approaches.! Similar! links!
were! evident! in! the! biographical! conversations!with! others.! ReHreadings! of! autobiographical!
writings! in! the! frame! of! mind! engendered! by! particular! friend’s! stories! resulted! in! new!













very! specific! detail,! communicate! meaningful! aspects! of! our! worldview.! Social! scientists!
frequently!gather!such!personal!stories!to,!‘epitomise'some'of'life’s'main'features,’!finding!them!
both' meaningful' and' acceptable’,! [46,! p.! 46).! Ellis! and! Bochner,! use! the! term! ‘evocative!
narratives’! to!describe!these!personal!tales!most! important!to!us,!Robinson!and!Aronica![47]!




that! they! emerge! from! family! ritual,! unexpected! event,! treasured! moments,! influential!
relationships,!and!powerful!experiences![19].!
Group' discussions:# None! of! the! properties! above! were! initially! named! as! significant! in! my!
conversations,! so! I! needed! to! take! care! not! to! take! the! evidence! too! far.! I! therefore! twice!









body! language!and!tone!of!voice.!Group!discussions!were! intended!to!ascertain! if! individuals!
could! recognise! the! properties! that! had! arisen! from! the! analysis! of! their! individual!




The' values' and' attitudes' of' friends:' Finding! a! research! methodology! suitable! to! analyse!
reported!aspects!of!the!lives!of!friends!presented!special!opportunities.!!As!Moore!reminds!us,!




‘…hold' on' to' personally' valued' principles,' to' take' the' most' open' and' honest' and'





as!well! as! common! themes.! Since! relationships!with! friends!are! characterised!by! familiarity,!




Conversations! rarely! covered! all! the! ground! intended.! ! Indeed! no! conversations! addressed!
exactly!the!same!set!of!themes!because,!in!the!manner!of!free!flowing!dialogue,!they!followed!
wandering! courses,! despite!my! planned! questions.! This!was! a! limitation! of!my! interviewing!






The! recipients! were! given! a! month! to! respond! and! answers! were! to! be! interrogated! for!
evidence!of!specific!values,!key!stories,!people,!places!and!times.!!I!hoped!that,!consistent!with!
my! own! experience,! different! things! might! be! highlighted! in! this! contrasting! format! and!
wondered!if!being!asked!similar!questions!on!a!different!day!might!provoke!different!answers.!!
!
I! followed! this! by! issuing! a! second! questionnaire,! specifically! on! values! three! years! later.! It!
consisted!of!a!table!of!values!complied!by!Gardner!and!student!associates!and!part!of!the!‘Good!
Work’!project! in!2004! [43].! Friends!were!asked! to! choose! the! ten!most! significant! values! to!











awe,! loneliness! or! fear.! ! Some! pieces! of!music,! like!Messiaen’s!Dieu' parmi' nous,! and! Bach’s!
























I! deliberately! avoided! explanation! or! interpretation! of! my! artworks.! ! If! art! is! a! means! of!
communication! then! it! should!speak! for! itself.! !The! titles!on!each! image!simply!recorded!the!












































my! early! adulthood! were! reHlocated! and! reHread.! Those! from! my! later! life! as! an! teacher!
educator!were!reHassessed!seeking!sources!of!my!pressing!and!current!concerns!in!education.!
These!books!required!systematic!and!critical!analysis!in!my!search!for!an!honest!appraisal!of!














Classifying! academic! literature! under! headings! arising! from! my! research! confirmed! its!
grounded!nature!and!added!to!the!journey!of!discovery!generated!by!many!authors.!Confining!
a!literature!review!to!personally!influential!books!was!also!a!pragmatic!decision.!Each!theme!is!
already! subject! to! extensive! academic! endeavour!well! beyond! the! scope! of! this! thesis,! but! I!
wished! to! illustrate! the! eclectic! and! interHdisciplinary! nature! of!my! influences.! ! Therefore! I!











The' red' thread:# In! a! number! of! cultures! the! image! of! a! single,! apparently! stray! thread! that!
appears! and! disappears! throughout! a!woven! fabric! has! been! used! as! a!metaphor.! ! Richhart!
uses! this! weaving! metaphor! to! represent! the! ways! in! which! core! values! constantly! and!
sometimes! unpredictably! surface! throughout! the! life! of! an! individual! [49].! In!my! research! I!
refered!to! this!metaphor!a!number!of! times! to!highlight! the!resilience!of!particular!values! in!
the!lives!of!friends.!
!
SonataPform' analysis:# In! building! my! thesis! on! verbal! selfHportraits! I! was! In! Jessica! Davis’!
terms,! ‘...constructing'and' communicating' [my]' understanding' ' [of!myself! and! others]' for' the'
reconstruction'and'reinterpretation'of'the'reader.’! (42,!p.!261).!To!give! the!reserach!structure!
and! rigour! and!make! it,' ‘...more' than'a' compilation'of' random'reflections,' personal' views'and'
interactions' with' sites.‘' (Ibid.,! p.! 263),! I! adopted! an! analytical! structure! that! follows! what!
musicians!know!as!SonataHform:#
!
SonataHform! in! music! represents! a! major! achievement! of! western! civilisation.! Using! the!
invention! of! tonality,! eight! note! scales! in! different! keys! and! major! and! minor! modes,! a!
composer! may! construct,! sustain! and! develop! a! complex! argument! using! sound! only.! ! In! a!
classic! sonata! a!musical! statement! –! (a! tune,!musical! pattern!or! series! of! harmonies)! in! one!
key,! is! elaborated! and! extended! –! this! is! called! the! First' subject.! This! leads! on! to! the!
introduction! of! a!Second'or'Counter' subject! that! deliberately! challenges! the! first! subject! and!
sets! up! a! musical! argument! between! them.! ! This! musical! confrontation! is! called! the!
Development'section!and!may!involve!frequent!key!(mood)!changes,!apparent!departure!from!
the!central!ideas,!growing!tension,!discord,!even!confusion,!but!eventually!the!composer,!unites!
the! two! themes! in!a!Recapitulation'and!resolves! the! sonic!argument!with!a!concluding!Coda.!
Composers!like!Mozart,!Haydn!and!Beethoven!achieve!this!musical!battle!skilfully,!combining!
surprise,! profundity,! ingenuity! with! balance.! ! They! translate! a! worded! concept! like! a!
disagreement,! into! pure! sound,! accessible! and! comprehendible! across! time! and! culture.! The!
resolutions! such! composers! invent! can! leave! audiences! and! individuals! inspired! and!
illuminated!H!yet!not!a!word!has!been!spoken.!
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!
I! applied! this! musical! structure! to! my! analysis! substituting! worded! claims,! counterclaims,!





rigour! of! honest! research.! The! imperative! of! a! countersubject! forced! me! to! seek! other!
possibilities!and!problematise! remembered!experience!or! the! reported!experience!of!others.!






arrive! at! a! balance.! The! multiple! justifications! of! narrative,! however,! cannot! always! be!
squeezed!into!a!contrived!pattern!and!often!I!had!to!depart! from!full!expression!of!the!form.!





metaphors.! These! artworks,! distinct! in! accomplishment! and! purpose! from! the! paintings,!
drawings!and!etchings!of!my!own,!provided!a!silent!counterpoint!to!my!writing.!The!paintings!
became!metaphors! in! that! they! succinctly!made!key! statements! about! analysis.!Rembrandt’s!








Fig. 8, Samuel Garth       Fig. 9, Joseph Addison        Fig.10,  Joseph Temple 
© The National Portrait   © The National Portrait  © The National Portrait 
Gallery,  London                 Gallery, London.               Gallery, London. 








Fig 11, John Vanbrugh     Fig. 12, William Congreve   Fig. 13, Charles Fitzroy 
© The National Portrait   © The National Portrait       © The National Portrait Gallery, 
Gallery, London.                   Gallery, London                  London. 
!
A! photoHmontage! of! Hockney’s! mother! expressed! the! inevitably! fragmentary! nature! of! the!
biography!of!even!the!closest!to!us.!Two!images!(before!and!after!XHray!imaging)!of!the!same!
painting!by!Rembrandt!show!how!research!can!reveal!deeper!more!interesting!truths!than!an!
anodyne! surface!might! suggest.! An! illustration! of! a!medieval! religious! triptych!was! used! to!




Analysis! of! ten! life! stories! and! the! values! contained! within! them! resulted! in! three!
commonalities.! !We!each!felt!at!our!happiest!when!our!personal!values!matched!those!of!the!







1. If! staff! development! consisted! of! active! opportunities! to! express,! develop! and! share!
values,! schools!would!quickly!become!more!positive!places! for! children!and! teachers.!
Values!literacy!would!result!in!a!shared!direction!for!resilient!behaviour.!
2. If! staff!development!provided!plentiful!opportunities! for! teachers! to! find!and!develop!
their! own! areas! of! creativity! this! would! enhance! their! personal! sense! of! wellHbeing.!!
Awareness!of!their!unique!creative!strengths!would!provide!teachers!with!the!personal!
motivation'for!resilience.!!



















building,! organising,! rethinking! and! possibilityHthinking! (Craft,! 2005).! My! third! proposal!




Humans! have! the! capacity! to! develop! at! every! stage! of! life.! My! experience! in! taking! my!
research! findings! to! schools,! colleges! and! universities! suggest! that! the! values! discussion,!
finding!and!exercising!personal!creativity!and!deepening!friendships!changed!the!nature!of!the!
settings! in! which! teachers! worked.! Colleagues! in! forty! institutions! consistently! spoke! of!!
‘renewed!energy’,!remembering!‘what!they!entered!teaching!for’,!new'ideas,!new!collaborations,!
new! friends,!a!sense!of!solidarity,! relief!at! the!reaffirmation!of!core'values,!surprise!at!hearing!
words!like!love,!truth,!beauty!and!joy'and!of!being'moved'by!the!opportunity!to!‘talk!about!what'
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